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Why

Companies want to gather
information of user behavior
and user motivations - cost-
effectively

Information is needed in
order to produce timely
media and advertising
content in right context

From silo- and media-
centered measuring to
holistic consumer-centric
information

Single source media usage
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Requirements analysis

Requirements collection workshop was organized on
24.4.2013 at VKL premises in Helsinki

The following organizations were present at the
workshop: Sanoma News, Nelonen, KSF Media, Turun
Sanomat, Alma media, Tietoykkönen, Radiomedia,
and Levikintarkastus

The requirements were categorized into the following
categories:

Must-have requirements: information that is
considered to be important and should be collected
passively

Nice-to-have requirements: information that provides
additional value but is potentially very difficult to
collect or needs some manual user intervention
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Media companies’ needs for media
exposure tracking

Must-have
Different media usage

Media brand withing different
media (e.g. newspaper brand
name, TV channel)

Location of the user (exact
location and relative location such
as home and work place)

Multitasking - simultaneous
media usage

Background information of users

Nice-to-have
Social context of media usage
(e.g. with family / colleagues /
friends…)

Detect or query motives for
exploiting a certain media item
in a certain context or by using a
specific device

Maybe also social sharing of
media items (e.g. through social
media platforms such as Twitter or
Facebook)
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Overview of the prototype
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Prototype validation

Technical validation of the prototype with 5 users

Piloting the prototype with 13 users (readers of a regional
newspaper)

• Smartphone tracking (active + passive), Web-based media diary (active)

Statistical analyses performed for the data collected during
piloting

User survey for the end-users (10/13 respondents):
• ”The usage of the test phone was very easy, and I used own phone only for

phone calls. Web surfing and apps only by test phone.” - Female, 35

• 7/10 respondents would participate with own phone if asked
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Whatsapp15
Facebook 3

Twitter 3
Facebook 7

Iltasanomat 2
Helsingin sanomat 2

Iltalehti 4
Google14

Taloussanomat 5
Iltasanomat 4

Daily media usage

Minutes

2 = Smartphone application, media
3 = Smartphone application, social media
4 = Web page, tabloid
5 = Web page, nationwide newspaper
7 = Web page, social media
14 = Web page, search engine
15 = Smartphone application,
communication



A way forward

Developed prototype suitable also for other consumer
studies

In the future, the goal is to make the solution as
automatic as possible
• Printed media exposure tracking

• Indoor/outdoor advertisement exposure tracking

Analysis modules for specific purposes/tools
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